Patients’ Testimonials
Impaired Central Nervous System

“I was desperate because all Western and Oriental doctors
had given up on me. After only ten treatment sessions
with Justine Vo, I now can wear shoes, walk, sit down, eat
and sleep without any pain”. Nhat Nguyen, Boston, MA, USA

My name is Nhat Nguyen, from Boston,
Massachussetts, USA. Nine months ago I was
diagnosed of impaired Central Nervous
System. My right foot was very painful and
kept shaking as if I had received a permanent
electric shock into my body. I could not stand,
walk or lie down, and cannot wear shoes
because of the constant shock and pain. I was
seen by several Western and Oriental medical
specialists who gave up in treating me. All the
doctors shook their head and told me that
there was no cure for my strange illness. I
was desperate because all Western and
Oriental doctors had given up on me. However
I always believe that if I have the chance to
meet the right doctor, I’ll be cured.
I went to Toronto to seek for the right Oriental
doctor. After having tried many Torontonian
Traditional Chinese Doctors without success, I
met Justine Vo via her ad which says “Stop
Suffering! Don’t Give Up! If you have treated
everywhere else without success for any health
conditions, call us”.

After only ten acupuncture and massage treatment sessions with Justine, my foot no longer shook and
the pain was gone forever. I can now wear shoes and walk around. I can sit down without any pain. I
can eat better and sleep better.
I sincerely thank Justine who put all her heart into treating my conditions. I now continue to have
maintenance massage sessions with Justine each time I come back to Toronto. I come to Toronto a few
times a year.
Nhat Nguyen, Boston, Massachusetts

Crohn’s Disease
I am a 45 year old computer professional. Having active Crohn's disease for 25 years, I have always
been in search of a way to control my symptoms. My symptoms include chronic intestinal pain and
internal bleeding. Over the years I have been to seven GI specialists across Canada and the US. One of
which is renowned as being the best in Canada. I tried every drug and test that was prescribed to me
with little success. In most cases I found that not only did the drugs not help but the side effects would
make me sicker then I was before. For an example, I tried a medicine called Remicade which was
infused into my system. The cost of the medicine was almost $10,000. It did nothing to help my
condition and I had a very bad delayed reaction and had to be rushed to the hospital by ambulance.
I could go on and on with stories about the extreme side effects and archaic invasive tests I have been
through which have only made me sicker and sicker. Needless to say I have given up on western
medicine to treat this condition.
In desperation I have sought out natural healing alternatives to western medicine. I made a call to
Justine’s clinic. I instantly had a great rapport and trust with Justine. I enrolled in her weekly
Acupuncture, Massage and Reflexology Therapies as well as taking the natural supplements and follow
the balanced diet she recommended. After each visit I left her office in a state of relaxation and bliss.
These therapies will access trigger points which relax the central nervous system and opens up blocked
channels, allowing your natural healing process to take place. I have tried other natural healing clinics
but have never achieved the same state of release that I get from a visit with Justine.
I’m not yet cured of Crohn's but my symptoms are now much more manageable. I’m confident that my
condition will continue to improve as I actively engage in these therapies, adjusting my diet and
ingesting natural supplements. I would highly recommend Justine’s integrative therapies as a
remarkable alternative to western medicine.
Robert Hogarth, Toronto, Ontario

